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SPEAKER  
INTRODUCTIONS

— About Leigh Brown — 

Many know Leigh for her accomplishments as a highly successful REALTOR® and a best-selling author.  
This just begins to scratch the surface.  She is an award-winning educator and influencer.  She is an 
innovative CEO and a must-see keynote speaker.  In fact, she has spoken all over the world – from 
Garden City to Phnom Penh!  She actively educates professionals in every realm of business leadership 
and relationships.  Leigh is a do-it-all professional.

Leigh has a passion for motivating those around her to want more.  She has worked with all ranges of 
the professional spectrum – from new-to-the-trade rookies to CEOs of massively successful brands.  It is 
her ability to articulate complex concepts in ways that everyone can relate to that makes her leadership 
so impactful.  

Leigh wants to leave her mark on the next generation of professionals.  Whatever your field of business 
is, Leigh has tools that can promote growth and a team-oriented environment.  She has the sales 
techniques; she has the experience; she has the PASSION!  Leigh wants to help YOU!

— Outrageously Authentic Introduction — 
The definition of “Southern Belle” might just be appropriate… the gal I have the pleasure of introducing 
to you is certainly a “lady of society dedicated to her family and community”… but this sassy former 
chain saw saleswoman is way more than your AVERAGE Southern Belle. Hailing from the Tar Heel 
state, this lady is a double shot of honesty topped off with humor that, when combined, creates an 
exceptionally smooth and challenging presence.

If you are ready to duck and cover OR stand at attention, it’s time to bring the lady out who could easily 
be your best friend OR your worst enemy, the choice is yours.

Ladies and gentleman, put your hands together for REALTOR® rockstar and RPAC champion... the 
one… the only… LEIGH BROWN!


